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1. INTRODUCTION AND REsu~m 
In this paper we investigate a characterization of pseudodifferential operators 
P(x, D), whose principal symbols are canonically equivalent to those of the 
following differential operators: 
D, + tknkD7,-, , (M) 
where D = -;a/& and K is a positive integer. All notations used in this note 
are those of Hiirmander [4]. 
In the hyperfunction category these operators were characterized by Sato 
et al. [6, 71. Moreover they proved the following: For a pseudodifferential 
operator P(x, D) with the principal symbol f,,% + ix,“&,, , one can choose 
elliptic pseudodifferential operators -4 and B such that APB is equal to the 
differential operator (M). In the proof they used the Cauchy-Kovalevskaja 
theorem. Thus the situation is quite different in the G” case. 
However, when K = 1, even in the Cm category, Duistermaat-Sjbtrand 
proved the same fact in [2]. We attempt in this paper to obtain the same result 
for general odd integers K. 
When k is an arbitrary integer, we do not know whether this result is true 
or not. However, we are still able to show hypoellipticity and a local solvability 
of our operator P(x, D). In fact, using an argument of a vector valued pseudo- 
differential operator, which was developed in [8], we can construct parametricies 
for our pseudodifferential operators. In this way we obtain a generalization 
of a theorem in [Z]. In [9] using our argument, we also construct parametricies 
for some class of pseudodifferential operators with double characteristics. 
We formulate our problem. Let X be a paracompact P-manifold of dimension 
II and P EL,*~(X) be a properly supported classical pseudodifferential operator 
on X of type 1, 0 and order nt, which in every local coordinate system UC X 
has a symbolic asymptotic expansion 
j?(xT t) - f Pm-j(x, t), 
j=O 
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where ptnpj is an element of C?(T*(RL)\O) and is positively homogeneous 
of degree m - j. Let p,(x, 5) E C”(T*(X)\O) be the principal symbol of P 
and ,Z be the characteristic set of P; i.e., 
2 = 6% 0 E T”(X)\O; p&G t) = 0). 
For f, g E C”“( T*(X)\O) the Poisson bracket is denoted by 
Then for the real and imaginary parts @(x, t) and Q”(x, t) of&(x, [) and for 
a sequence I = (ir ,..., i,J with ij = 1 or 2 (j = l,..., s), we define the function 
Let 1 I / be the length of & i.e., j I / = S. Then for (z, E) E .Z we define k(x, 6) = 
] I,, I if C,(x, t) = 0 for 1 I ] < j I, 1 and CIO(x, [) f 0. 
Throughout this paper, we assume the following two conditions: 
(i) The characteristic set Z of P is a closed conic submanifold of T*(X)\0 
and codim Z = 2, 
(ii) K(x, 6) defined by P is finite and locally constant. 
Then under the above two conditions we have our theorems. 
THEOREM 1. For P(x, D) E L,*“(X), the following two statements are equivalent: 
(A) PC,, D) t f sa is es conditions (i) and (ii), 
(B) There exists a homogeneous canonical transfor?zzation x from an open 
conic neighborhood Vl of any point of p E C to a conic neighborhood V, of x(p) E 
T*(F)\0 such that ~(2 n Vl) C {(x, 0 E T*(X)\O; x,n = 5, = 0} and 
(A2 0 xP>(x, 4) = (L + ixnkEn-J Q(x, El, 
where [n-l + 0 in T/z , k = k(p), and Q(x) f) is a nonvanishing positively 
homogeneozcs function of degree m - 1. 
When k is odd, we obtain a more precise result. 
THEOREM 2. Let p E .Z and k(p) be a?z odd integer. Then .we lzave the following 
statements. 
(a) Irz Theoreffz 1, statement (B), the sign slael in V, is equal to the sign 
of -Czl(p) or -CISJp). We also show that eitlzer C1,(p) or C,*(p) is ?zonxero and 
that these have tlze same signs zf Czl(p) # 0 and Cl%(p) + 0. Here I1 = (l,..., 1, 2), 
I2 = (2,..., 2), and J I,- ] d- k(p) ( j = 1, 2). 
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(b) There exist properly supported ~QzCriB’ integral operators A E 
Pn(Rn x X, I-), B EIO(R” x X, rl) such that r is a closed co&c subset Of 
the graph of x denoted in Theorem 1; (x(p), p’) is a noncharacteristic paint for Ig 
and for B; (x(p), p) # WF’(AP - (D, + ix,fiD,_,)B). 
In Theorem 1 if K(x, e) is an even integer, then by the change of variables 
yj = xj (j = l,..., fz - l), ylz = -x, we may assume that the sign of .$iz-1 
is positive in V, . 
Finally we state several remarks related to conditions (i) and (ii). First 
condition (ii) implies that the characteristic set 2 of P is a noninvolutive 
manifold. When k(x, e) = 1 on Z, condition (i) is satisfied automatically. 
However? for a general integer k there is clearly no relation between (i) 
and (ii). 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND STATEMENT (1) OF THEOREM 2 
Since Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, statement (a), are verified at the same time, 
we describe the proofs of these in this section. 
In the analytic case, the following lemma is given by Sato et al. [7]. The 
method of [7] suffices to give the same result even in the C” case, only if we 
use the theory of the Cauchy problem for a hyperbolic first-order differentiai 
operator instead of the Cauchy-Kovalevskaja theorem. This fact is pointed 
out by Yoshikawa. 
LEMMA 1. Let p(x, 0 and q(x, f) E Cm(T*(X)\O) be real and positively 
homogeneous of degree 1 and l/j, respectively. Assume that (p, q) > 0 QPZ b’ = 
((x, E) E T*W)\O; P@, E) = qb, 5) = 01. Th en there exists a real nonzero 
positively homogeneous fun&% Y(X, k) E Cm(T*(X)JO) of degree -l/(i(j f 1)) 
such that {rip, rq) = 1 on a conic neighborhood of a point of V. 
Using Lemma 1 we verify Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, statement (a). 
Since the function k,(x, E) defined by ql-(x, 5) = pin(x, 5) and $(x, c) = 
pm(x, 6) in the same way as k(.x, 6) is equal to k(x, 5) on ZI, we see. that statement 
(B) implies statement (A). 
From now on we assume that statement (A) holds. By condition (ii) there 
exists a sequence I, such that CI,(3c, f) # 0 in a conic neighborhood of p E E 
and i I0 i = k = k(p). We may assume that iI = 1 and I, = (1, I’,,) where 
j I’, j = k - 1. By Lemma 1 there exist functions CY(S, c) and /?(x, [) which 
are positively homogeneous of degree t - ez and k(1 - m) - $ , respectively, 
such that {c@, PC’, } = 1 in a conic neighborhood of p. 
Since the condit:on means that the Hamiltonian vector fields of E$ and 
PGo are commutative, we can find a homogeneous canonical transformation ;<r 
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from a conic neighborhood FTI of p to an open conic subset of T*(R”)\O such 
that 
x&Z n V,) C ((x, t) E T”(Rn)/O; x, = 5, = O>, (2.1) 
(Pm o X3(“, k7 = (En + 4(x, 0) 4x, 0, (2.2) 
where p(x, f) and A(x, 5) are real and positively homogeneous of degree 1 
and m - 1, respectively, and -4(x, t) # 0. 
Set 5(x, S) = & and rs(x, E) = 4(x, [) and for 1 = (ir ,..., &) with &. = 1 
or 2, define the function CI1(x, E) = {ri, , (-**, {ris, t,}...})(x, 5) on xr(VJ. 
Then by induction with respect to 1 I 1 we see that 
+ Dlc% 5) a-, 0 + 4(x, 5) y&9 0, (2.3) 
where Bi, D1 , and D, are some positively homogeneous functions. Thus by 
(2.1), (2.3), and the definition of k(x, E) we have 
(aqaxnf)(w’, 0, 5’, 0) = 0 
if j < k(p). Since k(x, [) is locally constant, we get by the Taylor expansion 
where e and f are real and positively homogeneous of degree 1 and 0, respectively. 
Let I be a sequence with 1 .Z 1 = j < k and & = 2. Then by (2.4) and the 
induction with respect to 1 I I, we have 
C;(x, 5) = -(k!/(k - j)!) x;-$f-)(x, s) + x;++lgI(x, I) + &$zI(x, E), (2.5) 
where j, is the number of components which are equal to 2 in I and gI(x, 6) 
and h,(x, 6) are some positively homogeneous functions. By (2.3), (2.5), and 
the definition of k(x, t), we see that e(x, c) # 0 and the sign of -C,,(x, 5) 
is equal to that of e(x, r) if K is odd. Furthermore C,r(x, 6) and Cr,(x, f) have 
the same signs if Cr,(x, 6) f- 0 and k is odd. 
From now on we may assume e(x, E’) < 0, for if e(x, c) < 0; then we may 
consider instead -e(x, 0. Let Y(X, 6) = 5, + x,“ef(l + fz)-1 and s(x, [) = 
x,(e(l +fz)-l)l/k. Then by (2.4) we have 
and {r, s}(x, f) > 0. We again apply Lemma 1 to p = T and 4 = s as j = k 
and denote the given function by a(x, t), which is positively homogeneous 
of degree -l/(k(k + 1)). Since the Hamiltonian vector fields of US and as 
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are commutative, there exists a real nonzero function b(r, 5) of degree l/(k + 1) 
such that (a%, b) = {as, b) = 0 in a conic neighborhood of xi(p). Then we have 
ba”(r + is”) = b&r + i(b-ks)~b”‘l, 
(ba%, b-bs) = 1, 
(b-%zs, b”+l} = 0, 
(ba”r, bkfl) = 0 in a conic neighborhood of x1(p)= 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Again by the Hamilton-Jacobi theory we can find a homogeneous canonical 
transformation xa from a conic neighborhood of x1(p) to an open subset I/, 
of T*(P)\0 such that 
(b2r) 0 xp1 = qlE ) 
(b-las) 0 x;l = yn , 
p+1 -l- 
o x2 - %-1. 
Therefore by (2.6) we can write 
where &(y, T) is nonzero and positively homogeneous of degree 0 and r],-, > 0 
in V, . This completes the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, statement (a). 
3. PROOF OF STATEMENT (b) IN THEOREM 2 
In this section, using an idea in [l, Sect. 7.31, we verify Theorem 2, state- 
ment (b). 
Let (x, , &,) E T*(P)\0 and V be a conic neighborhood of (q, , &,b>. Then 
there exists a diffeomorphism V + V, x Ii, commuting with multiplication 
with positive scalars. Here T’, is an open set of R” x s”-l with local coordinates 
Xl ,...) -“en-l. By this diffeomorphism the Hamiltonian vector field .EFf of 
f~ Coo(V) which is positively homogeneous of degree m is transformed into 
the first-order differential operator ..$(z, Y, 8/2z) + c(z, ~)a/&, where the 
coefficients of L, are positively homogeneous functions of degree m - 1 and 
c(x, r) is positively homogeneous of degree m. By homogenity of the coefficients 
of L, we can regard L, as a first-order differential operator on Vs . 
We examine the relation between the solvability of Hf and L, . Let rr be the 
projection ST + I/‘, . Then we have the following 
LEMMA 2. Let U be an open conic subset of V containi% (x0 , &) and U, = 
a(U). Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) Fm any g E Cm(VS) th eye exists a function u E Cm( V,) such that L,u = g 
in US . 
(ii) For every 1 E R and every positively homogeneous function g E C*(V) 
of degree 1, there exists a function u E C*(V) which is positively homogeneous 
of degree I- m f 1 such that H,u = g in U. 
This lemma is slightly different from Proposition 7.3.6 of [l]; however, 
it is verified by the same method. 
From now on we put f = a + ibL, where a and b are real and positively 
homogeneous of degree K/(k + 1) and l/(K + l), respectively. We assume that 
a(~,, , &,) = b(x,, , &,) = 0 and (a, b} = 1 in V. Then we have the following 
LEMMA 3. If k is an odd integer and V is su$Gntly small, then there exists 
a conic neighborhood U of (x,, , .$,) with US C V, such that HI satis$es Lemma 2, 
condition (ii), as m = k/(k + 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 2 we may prove condition (i). Since {a, b> = 1 in V, 
we see that [LL, , Lb] is a linear combination of L, and Lb for all x E V, , where 
L, and Lb are first-order differential operators on V, induced by H, and Hb , 
respectively. Furthermore L, and L, are linear independent for every x E VS. 
Therefore by the Frobenius theorem we can choose local coordinates near 
x,, = rr(q, , &), for example, so that L, and Lb are linear combinations of a/&z, 
and a/&a . Since L,b f 0 in VS , by a change of variables of (zr , za) near x,, 
we have 
L& a/%) = a(x)((a/&,) + i$l&z)(a/&J). (3.1) 
Here a(,~) and Re /3(z) are nonzero functions. In (3.1) Lf can be regarded as a 
first-order differential operator in the variables z’ = (zr , ~a) depending on 
the parameters z” = (~a ,..., z&. Since k - 1 is even, we can obtain a 
parametrix E(x”) of L, ; Cm(VS) + C”“(V,), which depends on the parameters 
x” smoothly. This fact is easily verified if we use an argument of vector valued 
pseudodifferential operators. Thus L,Eg = g - Kg, g E C,,W( V,), where K is an 
integral operator with a smooth kernel, i.e., 
Kg(x’, x”) = 
s 
k(x’, w’, x”) g(w’, x”) dw’. 
Let 9) E Com(VS) with 1 near x0 . Th en if supp 9) is sufficiently small, it is clear 
that the Neumann series h = z,” (q~K)j pg converges to a function in COa(VS). 
By taking u = Eh where h - cplih = pg, we have a solution of L,u = g in 
the interior point of U, = {z; y(z) = l}. This proves Lemma 2, condition (i). 
It is well known (cf. [8, Sect. 61) that for any canonical transformation x 
from a* conic neighborhood of p E T*(X,)\O to a conic neighborhood of x(p) E 
T*(XJ\O there exists a Fourier integral operator U EIO(X~ x X2 , r’), where 
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7 is a closed conic subset of the graph of x containing (p, x(p)) as an interior 
point and XI and Xs are submanifolds with the same dimensions. It satisfies 
X(P) # w%(UU* - 4 and p $ WF(U”U - I). (3.2) 
Moreover, for properly supported P E&~(&) with the principal symbol p,, i 
we have CPU* ELLS” and its principal symbol is equal to p., o x-1 in a 
conic neighborhood of x(p). 
Proof of Theorem 2, Statement (b). Let Uj (j = 1,2) be a Fourier integral 
operator induced by the canonical transformation xj denoted in Section 2, 
which satisfies (3.2). For functions A, f, a, and b denoted in (2.2), (2.4), and 
(2.7) we define pseudodifferential operators A, and B, with the principal 
symbols (;1(1 + if))-1a7C and b, respectively, which are noncharacteristic at xl(p). 
Put PI = A,UIPU*, ~Lkl(kfl)(R?z) and P2 = B’,U*:,(D, + ixnkDs-l)U2 E 
L?q’W+lf(Rn), where B’, EL-l/(W(Rn) is a micro-local parametrix near x1(p) 
of B,. Then the principal symbols PI and P2 are f = a% + i(as)p, where 
a, r, and s are the functions of (2.7). For the proof of (b) we may find a pseudo- 
differential operator D ELO(R”) with a noncharacteristic point x1(p), such that 
WF(DP, - P,D) $ x1(p). In fact A = U,BIDA,Ul and B = U,DUl are 
desired Fourier integral operators of (b). 
We now prove the existence of D(x, 0). First we show the existence of 
Do E L”(Rn) such that Do is noncharacteristic at x1(p) and 
D,p, - p@, &W+l)--B(R~~) (3.3) 
in U which is a conical neighborhood of x1(p). To show (3.3) we may find a 
function C&,(X, [) which is positively homogeneous of degree 0 and do(xI(p)) + 0 
such that 
(Hfd, - ipd,)(x, E) = 0 (3.4) 
in U, where p(x, E), determined by the lower-order terms of PI and Pz , is 
positively homogeneous of degree -l/(k + 1). Since f satisfies our conditions, 
we have by Lemma 3 a solution v of the equation H,v = ip in U, which is 
positively homogeneous of degree 0. Then a desired solution of (3.4) is 
do+, 5) = eq++, 5)). 
Suppose already we have D, EL-~(P), 1 = O,..., j - 1 such that 
Rj = (Do + *=- + Q-l)Pl - Pz(Do + . . . + Dj&) gL'i;'W'-'-l(R") (3.5) 
in 0’. Then (Do + . . . + Di)pl - p&D, + . . . + Dj) +gL”i~k+l)-j-z(Rn) in Lr 
if D, EL-~(R~) and Rj + DiPI - P,Dj E LWk+lj-j-z(Rn) in U. This is true 
if Hfdj - ipd$ = irj E LW+l)--j--l(Rn) in U, where 4 and ri denote the principal 
symbols of Dj and Rj , respectively. 
Applying Lemma 3, we can solve the equation Hfef = irj esp(-v) in U, 
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where ej(.z, 5) is positively homogeneous of degree -j. Therefore we get a 
desired d,(~, f) as (ej exp(v))(x, [). S o we can find a sequence D, E L-l(R"), 
I = 0, 1, 2 ,... such that (3.5) holds f or allj, and such that D, is noncharacteristic 
at X&I). By taking for D an asymptotic sum of the D, we can complete the 
proof of Theorem 2(b). 
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